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TECHLAW CONNECTION “FUELS” DUTCH, U.S. PARTNERSHIP
Houthoff turns to Jenner & Block to aid in client’s new eco-friendly fuel venture

Recently, a Houthoff Buruma client planned to enter into 
equipment sale and licensing agreements with two North American 
companies. Under the proposed agreements, the client would 
reveal its proprietary process for efficiently producing a new, readily 
transportable, ecologically friendly fuel supplement.

Despite the fact that the agreements would provide for the application 
of Dutch law and for arbitration in Holland, Houthoff partner Wolter 
Bettink turned to Jenner & Block partner Rich Gray for advice on the 
potential application of U.S. commercial law, including the available 
legal means to protect the value of the client’s proprietary process.

With Jenner’s help, Houthoff provided its client with a set of options, 
to be employed incrementally, in the event that the contracting parties 
jointly developed useful process improvements. Houthoff sought 
Jenner’s advice under tight client time deadlines and legal budget 
constraints.

Bettink said that the quick turnaround time “required close and direct 
contact among Rich, his partners and me. Jenner provided advice 
which enabled my client to negotiate a contract which best protects 
its interest in its extremely important North American market. 
Our longstanding TechLaw connection made this seamless service 
possible.”

This successful collaboration between Houthoff Buruma and Jenner 
& Block is just one of many TechLaw success stories, providing a 
glimpse into the win-win our member firms achieve for their clients 
through our international network.
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Periodically, lawyers participating through 

their firms in the TechLaw Group network 

send us accounts of how the network 

has helped their clients and their firms. 

We distribute TechLaw Success Stories  

occasionally to highlight these positive 

outcomes and to encourage other lawyers 

within our member firms to take advantage 

of TechLaw’s resources.

Drop us a line and share your stories.
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